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ABSTRACT

The influence of the medium properties upon the effects of underground
nuclear and high explosive explosions is studied by dimensional analysis
methods. A comparison is made with the experimental data from the
Hoggar contained nuclear shots, specially with the particle motion data
and the cavity radii-Furthermore, for example, crater data from explosions
in Nevada have been examined by statistical methods.

I-INTRODUCTION

In order to predict what might be the effects of high yield explosions , it
seems interesting to get, first, data from smaller yield tests, in similar
conditions. At the same time, it is necessary to know how to pass from
one result to the other.

Similitude brings solutions to that problem, either by dimensional analy-
sis considerations, or by hydrodynamical equations.

We have examined these different methods and verified their range of vali-
dity with available experimental data, collected on the Hoggar (Sahara)
nuclear test site or analysed on foreign reports (U. S. A. )

II-THEORETICAL DATA

Dimensional relationships are implicit in the shock wave propagation hy-
drodynamic equations :

—— + div. (pv) = 0 (mass conservation)

d (pvj) , d (P VJ vj + Pjj)

d t

d (p v-j vi + p;.;\ , . ,
+ —J i-JX = 0 (momentum conservation)

p density
t time
v velocity
p pressure
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The same thing exists with the Hugoniot equations. But they do not take
into account a few important effects - for example : viscosity, chemical
reactions, external forces (gravity). Dimensional analysis, on the other
hand, gives the opportunity to elaborate scaling rules which, in some
cases, may better represent the influence of parameters like gravity.

Use of dimensional analysis

We consider that the explosion takes place in an homogeneous, isotropic
medium, and that phenomena may be described by means of various quan-
tities, such as :

- medium properties : c velocity
E elasticity modulus

- independent variables : R radius
W yield
H depth of burst

- dependent variables : d displacement
A acceleration

Matricial calculations (l) give complete series of dimensionless quantities
between these variables and characteristics : so, when the gravity action,
as an external force, is not used, we get

1 5 ^ J -
E . , p c > 3 v . , W

Let us suppose that two explosions are made, with different yields W and
W ; if similitude does exist, this means that all the dimensionless quan-
tities for both shots are equal, and one will have the relationships, Table I

When the gravity factor g is included, we find identical groups of terms,
and furthermore, the dimensionless product _ which modifies a few

g L
relations - see table I.

An extensive study had already (2) been made for crater considerations
which had shown the interest of such a work.

Range of validity

For a contained nuclear explosion, the hydrodynamical, plastic and crus-
hing phases in the shock-wave propagation, are independent of the gravity
factor, which acts through the atmospheric and lithostatic pressure. This
is not true for the fracturation phase.

With the cratering explosions, it is the same but the ascensional earth-
motion is submitted to the external! gravity field - so, the final crater di-
mensions depend on the gravity influence on the ejection and the balistic
trajectory of the earth.

In table II are resumed these data.
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TABLE 1

Dinnensional analys is relationships

Without gravity

Distance

R2 \ P, C»

Pressure

P, _ Pi C?

P2 " p2 C2

Velocity

V, . Cj

V2" C2

Acceleration

A, (Qy Ce VvV3

P.C.P,may have constant
values vv'ithout sinnilarity
violation

Gravity included

R1./P2 g2Y fw

w2>

' /w1 \ i_ c,

R 2 \P i g j \w

p,

p2

V2

A, .0^1

A2" g2

P.C.nnay not have constant
values without sinnilarity
violation
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TABLE II
GRAVITY ACTION ON THE UNDERGROUND EXPLOSIONS EFFECTS

Contained
explosions

Cratering
explosions

negligible influence

-shock-wave propagation
- close ground motions
- volume of vaporised,

melted, and crushed
zones.

- ditto contained tests

Influence

- cavity dimensions

- fractured zones
dimensions.

- apparent and true crater
dimensions

- lip heights
- ejectas characteristics

Consequences for the particle motions

In the case of ground-motion due to the shock wave propagation, the gra-
vity factor has no influence on the values of the particle acceleration, ve-
locity and displacement.

So, -we can -write the following relationships
1 1

) = F R (PC )R ̂ w>
E

and similar equations for the quantities

If the explosions are in the same medium, we shall have p = p ; C = C ;
E = E neglecting the viscosity, and for the shock-wave front, we can
-write table 3.

With the action of the gas expansion, the ground surface is deformed, and
then, by taking into account the gravity field, we shall -write other rela-
tionships - See Table 3.

Influence of the medium properties

In table 1, we have shown that for two scaled explosions, a few medium
properties may also have to respect similitude relations.

As this is not generally observed, we have examined the influence of pro-
bable similitude violations upon the explosion characteristics.

Reaction to formation

By means of dimensional analysis, -we have written the influence of the
environnement = weight of overburden, field strength of the medium,
atmospheric pressure
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R i P2 cz "T wrr- pi
"^ rr—r^/ \~^r~) a-nd

This last ratio shows that pressure needs to be scaled for the similiraty
requirement.

The interpretation to give to the dependent variables L et L leads to
different results. Here, we consider that pressure P represents the
reaction of the ground, which acts by the superposition of :

- the lithostatic pressure : p . g . H
- the atmospheric pressure, which can be expressed with a similar

form : p g k (k~ 4 to 6 meters according to the medium type),
- the reaction of the earth due to the cohesive, tensile and compressive

strength ; we may write it as E = p g e.

Finally, we have

P = pg (H + x), with x = k + e (for sand, x = k)

The former relations may be written

R2

and is called "reaction scaling rule".

Different cases have been studied hereafter, which show the use of the
dimensional analysis.

a. For incoherent medium (soil, sand, alluvium. . . ) we can
write e = 0 ; we have, then, the overburden scaling rule
(2). Two cases are analysed :

- - H <k = that is the case of low yield explosions
(W < a few hundreds of kilograms), and close to the surface
since k is about 4 to 6 meters. Small craters are created.

R

R

We

2

have

P2 g2
Pl g l

t h e

: v 3

equation

• v
I

3
W

(W '

!

3
I

and finally, R is scaled by a cube-root rule.
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- - H >> k = for the large depths of burst, large yields are necessary to
form cratering explosions, whose dimensions may scale by
the overburden rule. After transformation, the equation is
reduced to

P2 g 2 v 4

R P, g, w '
w X X C+

This fourth-root scaling rule corresponds to the results shown
table 4.

b. With cohesive medium (rocks), "the yield strength scaling
rule" would have the same form than the reaction scaling
rule.

In table 4, this rule is used for effects prediction.

II-COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We shall now compare the theoretical solutions to the experimental
results observed during some nuclear and high - explosive (H. E) under-
ground explosions.

1. Particle motions

For the ground motion associated with the shock-wave propagation, we
have shown that the particle acceleration, velocity and displacement
might be expressed with a cube-root scaling rule, that is to say, in a
scaled distance R/W .

The use of logarithmic scales shows that the experimental data fit well
a straight line, which, then, gives a good verification of the theoretical
relationships.

In a relatively close-in zone, 0. 03 <R <2 (km, kt ) many data have been
collected during the nuclear underground Saharian tests (3) and experi-
mental laws have been determined, within 30 to 50% per cent deviation.

The corresponding least squares fit straight lines are reported on the figures •
1-2-3.

For the seismic effects, studies of the frequency spectrum have been
made (10) which lead to the relation.

R ° , 4 3

p = 0 , 3 6 ( _ )

w 1 / 3

p = characteristic of the frequency spectrum, in the 10 to 30 Hz range.

In this range, the earth has no filtering action, so the source-signal is
almost completely transmitted. Since it depends strictly on the initial
shock-wave, it is not surprising that similitude is observed.
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TABLE 3

Ground motion relationships

Without gravity
Acceleration

t f, IR/W*)

Velocity

v = f2 (R/W3

Displacement

dW'tf (R/W^)

Gravity included

A =01(R/Wi)

VW~W (R/W^l

TABLE 4

Predicted scaling exponents

.Contained explosions

H>1OO-15OW*(m,kt)

SoFt ground:cavity radius

rock-cavity radius.

fractured zone

. Cratering explosions

.H-^4O.5OW3 (m.kt)

. dimensions

Soft ground

rock

W<O,O3O kt

w<0.001 kt

W<1kt

W>1kt

W>1.10kt

W> 1OMT
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2. Dimensions of the altered zones

We have distinguished the contained explosions from the cratering ones,
and it is the influence of the earth-reaction which has been tested.

a. Cavity radii of nuclear contained tests

We have investigated if the cavity radius is related to a par
ticular scaling rule so that the scaled radii (R/W 'n) are
identical for similar experiments.

The empirical relation of the cavity size is (4) :

R =
c (pgh + Cs)l/-3Y

a= correcting factor ( a = 1 for devices in well)
h = height of overburden
C = coefficient of the medium

C ~ CD*1 'for most media
Y= adiabatic gas expansion coefficient.

We have studied what might be the value of the scaling
factor, n, so that the empirical equation can be verified.

A few calculations lead to the relation :

3Y+ 1
n =

Y

The values of y, calculated for various media (dolomite,
alluvium, tuff, granite, salt) lead to
3, 88 > n >3. 97

This is close to the fourth-root scaling rule which has been
predicted by dimensional analysis, including the gravity field.

The least-squares fit straight lines for Hoggar granite and
Nevada alluvium and tuff are shown fig. 4, whose equations
are explicit on table 5.

The use of these laws leads to a precision comparable and
sometimes better, than when the former general relation
is used.

2. Cratering explosions

The comparison of the dimensional results has been made with data from
high-explosive and nuclear explosions (6) (7) in the U. S. A. for apparent
radius and depth crater dimensions, and in France (ll).

A statistical analysis has been made (8) with all the available data, in order
to find the most representative scaling laws for basalt, alluvium and wet
shale.
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In a first step, the scaled dimension I has been calculated

1 = —7 3 < n < 8

w1 / n

When n > 5 , the value of the correlation factor 0 increases since the
scaled "standard deviations" are only comparable, for different yield
explosions, with 2, 5 < n < 5 .

In another study, the following scaled value has been used
_1_

L(H + x)~T , ̂ 4
1 = i—-^-1 o < x < 10

For each case, we have made different groupings with the experimental
data : all the nuclear and high-explosive tests, explosions with W >20tons;
with W < 20 tons ; all the nuclear tests ; all the high-explosive tests.

The least squares fit lines have been calculated with the 2 and 3 order
polynomial lines corresponding to the most physically representative s ...ipes.

Data have been represented by both normal and logarithmic scales for allu-
vium and basalt. As for the regression straight lines, we have considered
the positive-slope line corresponding to the depths of burst less than the
optimum and a negative-slope straight line for the rest of tb, data.

The coefficients of correlation 0 (9) have been calculated^ The closer to
the line the points are, the nearer to one is the value of 0 . The deviations
of the statistical distribution have also been computed.

Similar studies (2) (6) have been made in the U. S. A. and they had shown
the interest of that kind of work.

b. Craters in Nevada alluvium

41 craters made by high-explosive testing (of which 31 are
126 kg-yield shots) and 4 with nuclear explosives have been
analysed.

L
The analysis of the scaled dimensions 1 = T—, has given

W
1 / n nd

the results reported on table 6 which is related to the 2
order polynomial regression curves.

Fig. 5 shows that the coefficient of correlation 0 is maxi-
mum with n = 3, 9 for the radius R and with n = 3, 4 for the
depth D, when the large-yield explosion dimensions are
analysed (W 20 tons with 9 explosions including 4 nuclear).
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TABLE 5

Cavity radius scaling rules

Medium

Granite

Tan Af fela - Sahara

Alluvium

Tuff

a

9.72

21.25

21.06

b

_O.OO23

_O.O289

_ 0.0173

TABLE 6

Scaling rule representativity for alluvium craters

(decreasing value order of <t>2)

Normal coordinates (2n

Group or data

Number of explosions

r
\

Scaling rule <
/

HE* • NE*
2OT

9

R*
H
4

3 4
3

D*
3 4
3
H
4

d order polynomial

A l l
H E *

t h e
NE

4 5

R
H

3.4
3
4

D
3 4
3
H
4

rear ess ion curves]

All the HE

41

R
H
3 4
3
4

D
H,34

4
3

HE
W<2OT

3 6

R
H
3

3 4
4

D
H°

3-34°

4°

Logarithmic Coordinates (regression straight lines)

Number of explosions 8 39 34 31

Scaling rule

H°
4°
3.4
3

H

a4
4
3

H
4°
3°
34

H
3°
4°
34C

H
4°
3°
34*

H
4°
3°
34e

H
3°

3.4<

4°

H
3°

34°
4°

HE : High explosive
NE . Nuclear explosive

H : Depth scaling rule
W^

4 ;3; 3.4 : Scaling exponent n of LheW* scaling rule
R -.Apparent crater radius •, D: Apparent crater depth

4° 3° sing . Close values of #
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For the low-yield HE explosions (W <126 kg), no rule looks
better than another.

Similar results have been found with logarithmic coordi-
nates.

Fig. 6 represents the regression curves for alluvium.

Table 6 shows the representativity of various scaling rules
for alluvium, with a decreasing value order.

c. Craters in Nevada basalt

Less data for basalt than for alluvium is available and it
comes from 15 shots with energy-yield W > 500 kg. Two
nuclear explosions, W = 92 tons and W = 420 tons, are
taken into account. The statistical analysis has been made
in normal coordinates.

Fig. 7 shows that the coefficient of correlation 0 reaches
a maximum for R and another for D. A precise examina-
tion of the 9 craters created by the 20 tons and more yield
charges, made possible to select 7 of them which lead
to a rather good correlation (0 ~ 0, 95).

For the whole craters, it is the n = 4, 5 value within w
which gives the best representativity. The study of the
reaction scaling rule does not show that a particular value
for x (earth strength) gives good coefficients of correlation.

If we consider the Sedan nuclear crater (7), with a 100 kt
yield in alluvium, which is almost 400 m in diameter, it
is possible to think that the W ' ' scaling rule for basalt
leads to more realistic results than the W ' ' scaling law.
This law would predict a 1000 to 1400 kt yield need for the
same effect.

Finally, we can see that :

- for a body of small yield explosions 0, 5 <W < 20 tons, the most appro-
priate scaling rule is the W ' ' . The dimensional analysis leads to a
similar result if it is admitted that the earth has its own strength and the
gravity field has no influence.

Fig. 8 shows the corresponding experimental least squares-fit curves.

- for larger yields, especially nuclear craters, there are few available
results. However, dimensional analysis shows that a scaling factor n
3 < n < 4 would lead with a good precision, to the scaling rule. For the
same yield, this factor n would be smaller for basalt than for alluvium.

The precision in the calculations nnade with the scaled curves is given in
table 7.
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TABLE 7

Standard deviations of the scaled crater

dimensions
( per cent)

Basalt

High-explosive craters Nuclear and hicj>explosive

craters

_R
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CONCLUSION

The dimensionless relations which can be established by a theoretical ana-
lysis, have been described and a difference has been made when the gravi-
ty field is included.

The reaction of the earth to the formation of cavitii and craters leads to
the reaction scaling rule which takes into account the overburden, the
atmospheric pressure and the strength of the medium. The interpretation
shows that, for rocks, a fourth-root scaling law would be more represen-
tative for larger yields than for incoherent medium.

The particle and seismic ground motion characteristics are strictly rela-
ted to scaling rules which are verified by experimental data with a devia-
tion from 30 to 50 per cent.

The dimensions of cavitii created by contained nuclear explosions corres-
pond to a fourth-root scaling rule.

The statistical analysis of the correlation of the crater dimensions
(nuclear and chemical explosives) in alluvium and basalt, shows that sca-
ling rules in W1/3* , W1/ and W*/ ' ^ are the most representative
according to yield and medium conditions.
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